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1) Overview Essay  
Saturday, November 23rd national TV Reporter interview with Oswald arresting officer Nick McDonald: 

wƻƎŜǊ {ƘŀǊǇΥ άώ²ƘŜƴ ŀǊǊŜǎǘƛƴƎ ǎƻƳŜƻƴŜϐΣ ƘŀŘ ȅƻǳ ŜǾŜǊ ƘŀŘ ŀƴ ŜȄǇŜǊƛŜƴŎŜ ƭƛƪŜ ǘƘƛǎ ōŜŦƻǊŜΚϦ 
McDonald: "Well, not this desperate, no sir." 

  

   That memory -freezing day was, until 12:30 PM , unfolding  mostly as festive and 

welcoming; an autumn day that had emerged from an earlier chill drizzle into a temperately 

sunny, somewhat windy Dallas Friday. At that hour, the presidential motorcade passed 

beneath Lee Oswald’s workplace window, John Kennedy and the rest of the lead limousine’s 

occupants readily exposed to him and to the lifetime accumulation of non-recognition and 

tormented vehemence he had consolidated into his military -surplus carbine.    

  

Some musings upon approaching an evaluation of the psyche this assassin :  
  Each of his three given names was sufficiently fluid to serve as either a first or a last 

name. 

  By the rhythm of those three names, Lee Harvey Oswald has been chiseled into historyõs 

stones as well as into artistsõ imaginations and people's enduring perc eptions.   

 

  Only in the wake  of those two days of three deaths in Dallas did he emerge as widely 

salient to anyone in one of two roles:  

 -As a manifestation of an isolated individual possessed and driven by hope -

shattering and promise-crushing malevolent grandiosity .  

 -Or else as some sort of factotum or façade for the cunning machinations of 

powerful others.   

 

    Save a momentary national splash as a would -be defector to the Soviet Union, existence 

for him had been that of Oswald the obscure , and    

  except within the swirls and circularities of his own fantastical consciousness, he did not 

come to exist as a major historical action figure until 2:43 PM CST on the day the 

assassination. 

  That was the time of the first rele ase of his name to the press and onward to the world 

of then and of now.   

 



  And then he was dead . 

  The interval between the gunshot that ended John Kennedyõs life and the one that ended 

his was only 47 hours.  

 

  Therefore: Is it feasible to understand t he psychological makeup of someone such as 

this?  

 Someone whoõd  lived a murky, marginalized and rather incessantly frustrated and 

desperate small life?    

  A man who so jarringly becomes enormously larger -than -life in both his actions and in 

othersõ perceptions? 

 

A strategy to  approach evaluati ng the psyche this assassin :  
  Despite whatever kernels of understanding widely -used term s for psychologically 

portraying  Oswald like  “lone nut” might encompass, any such a condensed casting is  

reductively oversimple. This and other  terse and glib conceptualizations possess minimal 

capacity to generate insight . Nuance and dynamics disappear.  The many aspects of a  

historical  event of such ongoing , searing magnitude deserve more depth and breadth than 

this.   

 

An  alternative means of inquiry  is  a serious, thorough, multifaceted and nuanced 

evaluation of what is likely to have internally impelled this man . How did he develop as a 

person in a life’s dialectic with the external circumstances he sought, deliberately 

concocted, or randomly encountered ? 

 

To understand anyone’s psyche and behaviors, we do well to incorporate not just 

their observable, planned, and consciously calculated plans and actions .  We should 

seriously want to know about  their thoughts, impulses and actions that emanate from non -

rational, vague, pre - and extra -verbal and unconscious roots.   

To understand Oswald, we especially have to attend to such elements.   

 

Despite his lofty self -image, to virtually all others he recognizably was an immature, 

underdeveloped, and psychologically disjointed individual .  His self - and other -awareness 

was heavily contorted by  buried urges ; his thinking and perceptions  were suffused by 

seeming verities that to him constituted a reassuring structure of reality for himself.  

 

Such an inner world generated his governing presumptions about the worldview held 

by others: That they held and operated on his perceived  “reality,” or that they would if 

they just heard and attended to him .   

If nothing else, this kind of self -generated  defensive  inner reality made  bearable 

for him so many peoples’ often -mocking criticisms and dismissals of him and his political 

spoutings. 

  



     Peoples’ often-expressed bewilderment about this man’s makeup helped generate  this 

project.  Its  intent is to examine in a grounded and thoroughgoing way Oswald as a 

psychological subject, toward an end of clarifying some puzzling -seeming aspects of the 

assassination.  The aim is to review his life as he lived it; in particular, his personality and 

ways of thinking and perceiving of himself, of others, of reality; his calculations and his 

impulses to actions and behaviors, and the like.   

       One problem is that n early everyone’s reflexive, dominating and defining thought of 

him typically is either “Kennedy killer” or “conspirator in, or patsy for, the killing of 

Kennedy.” Thereby, everything in our understanding of his life up to the time of the 

assassination becomes retroactively imbued with his actions of a few hours in the course 

of one burning day.   The magnitude of the assassination event and the amplitude of 

outcries to explain it not only turn him into a three -named symbol, they obscure and 

contor t understanding of both his psychological patterns and the predecessor events in 

contribution to them.  

     However, Lee Oswald created the death of Kennedy, but except as a kind of writer -

mutable fable character, the death of Kennedy did not create him.  He must be 

understood in that light. 1 

    Historical novelist Hilary Mantel articulates a  closely analogous after -the -fact 

reasoning and interpretive dilemma concisely and well.   In addressing the rehearsing 

actors for the amalgamated stage version  of her two Tudor -period novels …   

 

           …I say to the cast, “Henry [VIII] didn’t know he was going to have six wives. Each 

time he thought, ’here’s the girl for me.’” People smile, but they grasp the essential 

thing. The characters donõt know their own fates. They can’t learn a lesson from 

themselves, and draw a moral. We have scripts, but they donõt. They are trapped in 

50 years of improvisation, called life 2. (Emphasis added)  

 

500 years later, our first characterizing —perhaps even in a sense pre -scripted —

thought of Henry VIII is readily “six wives, desperately intent upon a male heir;” of 

Thomas Cromwell, his cunning political rise and fatal fall; of Anne Boleyn, her heir -

unsatisfying childbearing pattern, her descent from Henry’s love and favor and her 

beheading.   

During their lifetimes, however, these individuals lived, thought, dreamed, schemed, 

planned and acted in their ever -unfolding present .  Their nonstop here -and-now had been 

 
1 This is the central reason why I severely limit referring to him as the symbol-charged and presumption -laden 

"Lee Harvey Oswald," a nam ing convention by which he only occasionally went.  

 
2 https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/31/theater/hilary-mantel-on-taking-her-wolf-hall-novels-to-the-stage.html.  
Retrieved May 15, 2023 

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/31/theater/hilary-mantel-on-taking-her-wolf-hall-novels-to-the-stage.html


contoured by precedent events and the rolling about of people, perceptions, events and 

meanings in their lives , and not—except, perhaps,  in transient  stabs of a moment , by 

speculative  or fantastical  anticipation —out of their yet -unlived history.    

Each of Oswald’s parade of attempts at wide recognition and fame forms an 

approximate analogue to Henry’s succession of wives.  With e ach of his escapades,  

Oswald demonstrably thought something like, “here’s the ticket to glory and recognition 

for me.”  If one substituted in Mantel’s passage above “… Oswald didn’t know that he was 

going to be a presidential assassin…” and “… 24 years of improvisation….” her statement’s 

logic would apply to our topic individual as late as a few days prior to a pre sidential 

motorcade , when its  specific  routing  unexpectedly present ed him with  a ready target for 

assassination.  

 

Henry Tudor, Thomas Cromwell, Anne Boleyn, as well as Lee Oswald, each have 

enduring impact on our history.  In our encounters with them we but not they know with 

any certainty their futures, which eventually flow into and help shape our collective past.   

Like Henry III’s turbulent reign, history -disturbing e vents such as a presidential 

assassination echo in many peoples’ lives even at decades of distance from them .  Out of  

one such momentous occurrence , it  is not unreasonable for us to interpret Oswald's words 

and actions with  respect to that occurrence according to what they mean, in subsequent 

history, for us.   

      We can, though, become too -readily tempted into unwittingly  reversing the flow of 

time, reading from an event ineluctably back into whatev er preceded it.   If our aim is 

understanding him and how the assassination events came about, we need also make the 

best inferences we can about how his words, impulses, and actions came to be generated 

across his 24 -year, 1-month, 6 -day “years of improvisation” and what they likely meant, at 

both conscious and less -than -conscious levels, for him.   

   Such an aim inherently suggests that I proceed chronologically , in temporal parallel to 

the way that anyone’s life and psychological makeup develop and unfold .  One’s personhood 

typically also encompasses elements from prior to their birth, when —as is decidedly 

manifest in this case —the psychological makeup and other impacts and legacies of one’s 

family and parent(s) and one’s social milieu substantially shapes that of the person being 

examined.   

 

  We dilute  our fullest understandings of the man himself if we ask questions about 

How, When and Why did Oswald come to involvement in the killing of Kennedy.  Such 

inquiry generates mostly empirical datum expl orations such as his marksmanship 

capabilities and the like and such logical findings as may be inferred from those readily 

identifiable data .  All of this  is pertinent material to concretely understand the 

assassination as a criminal and socio -political e vent .   I f, in addition , we ask the judgement 



questions How, When and Why did Oswald become someone capable of seizing a mostly -

spontaneous opportunity to kill a president, our understanding not only of him but of the 

event are likely to be enriched.  

A global goal such as this may seem to contain an integral intent to plumb his 

"motive(s) ." This is a matter around which the Warren Commission was but the first 

inquiry to stumble over and then to tiptoe past 3.  Notions of "motive," especially  if 

considered as one component of a "means, motive, and opportunity" troika of evidentiary 

guilt, confine psychologically -minded inquiry into the  realm of purposeful, conscious and 

demonstrable cause -and-effect linear intentionality .  One, indeed, finds t hat “motive” is so 

construed by nearly all authors of the multitude of assassination-analyzing books and 

surely  would have been in a targeted legal prosecution.  

Oswald, like any and all of us, had a particular multilayered, often -subtle and at 

times appare ntly counterintuitive, incongruous - or even inexplicable -seeming psychological 

makeup.   As I shall argue  in the  forthcoming comprehensive paper of  which this work is a 

preview (“Lee Oswald’s Quest For A Howling Infinite”), Oswald much less had a goal- and 

action -directed drive  that the concept “motive” carries than he was driven , impelled by 

the vicissitudes of his churning inner conflicts.    

Thus, “motive” is accorded a place in this project alongside “lone nut” and “Lee 

Harvey Oswald” as commonly-encountered but less -than -serviceable terminologies.  

 

 Finally: My project ’s aim is clarity and understanding, and is not in any measure to 

rehabilitate or to euphemistically recast Oswald’s reputation. Nor  is it  to soften or to 

rationa lize the wrongdoing of his icily murderous actions, which included, in addition to 

murder, his knowingly and willingly abandoning his wife and his two children —a toddler and 

a newborn—as well as depriving five other children under the age of 13 of a life w ith their 

fathers.  

In addition, except in an overall sense that an ability to hold concerned empathy for 

marginalized individuals is a marker of a psychosocially healthy society, neither is my aim 

to generate something like “poor, mistreated, misunderstood Lee” sympathy for his plight.  

 

*******  

 
3 tƭŜŀǎŜ ǎŜŜ ǘƘƛǎ ǿǊƛǘŜǊΩǎ forthcoming Ŝǎǎŀȅ άIŜ Is Dead So We Will Never Knowέ ŦƻǊ ŀƴ ŜȄŀƳƛƴŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ widespread 
befuddlement about grasping hǎǿŀƭŘΩǎ άƳƻǘƛǾŜΦέ 



      In constructing these writings, I have made extensive use of voice recognition 

software 4.  Until it became better adapted to my idiosyncrasies of phrasing, that software 

tended to render the name “Oswald” as “always walls” and “sole assassin” as “soul assassin.”    

     Each mishearing, however electronically errant, serves serendipitously well as a tone -

setter for an unfolding psychological picture, a compendium of developmental portraits of 

the frequently roiling, grandiosely overcompensated disquiet of Lee (Harvey ) Oswald.     

 
4 And continue to do so; for example, this software rendered my slightly stumbled -over intended phrase 

“mental health professionals,” as “mental health vegetables,” a casting with which many nonpsychologically-

minded people well might concur.   

     Presumably, any inquiry such as this one would not carry much intellectual heft for such folks.  

 



2) Title page 
 

Lee Oswaldõs Quest For A Howling Infinite 
An annotated script for one movie in two parts 

 

(Part I Of His Mind and Part II Oswald Toward the End) 
 

"But as in landlessness alone resides the highest truth, shoreless, indefinite as 

Godðso, better it is to perish in that howling infinite, than be ingloriously 

dashed upon the lee, even if that were safety! 

   éUp from the spray of thy ocean-perishingðstraight up, leaps thy 

apotheosis!"  

            -Herman Melville, Moby Dick or The Whale  

 
   Despite the above subtitle’s wording (“…script for [a] movie…”), this paper is not 

created to be any kind of  source, pilot, or any other basis that could eventuate in 

an actual movie (aka a ”film”) upon the topic.   

  Instead, a scriptlike format, especially one with descriptive,  nuanced annotations, 

is a way of recounting the inner and outer lives of Lee Oswald in a more 

multidimensional and reader -engaging way than, say, a clinical “case” presentation, a 

journal artic le, or an academic treatise, though the paper incorporates elements of 

these formats .   
 

by Gene Riddle, PhD 
   Gene Riddle was in the fall term of his senior year at a county high school just 

outside Washington DC at the time of the deaths of John Kennedy , J. D. Tippit, 

and Lee Oswald.  

     He is a licensed clinical psychologist in California, with a 1997 PhD from the San 

Francisco campus of the Professional School of Psychology , and has practiced in 

both inpatient and outpatient settings.    

    Prior to entering the mental health profession, he attained BA and MA degrees 

in Political Science and was an instructor for some undergraduate courses in that 

field at the Denver campus of the University of Colorado . 



 3) A Diagram Of Th e Paper,  

Which Is Constructed In Segments Rather Than Chapters  

 
Prelude I  

The Forest Of The 

Unconscious 

Blank screen; Cold opening  

The  beginning is simple graphic fading in on 

black screen of the segment title (as in the 

cell to the left ) then  

    a series of still and video segments of 

multiple aspects of a pre -human primeval 

forest that are  

    paired with music: Gustav Holst, 

‘Neptune’ from “The Planets.” 

No other graphics or narration.  

Intended both to model the human 

unconscious and to invite  an audience 

toward a reflective state of mind.  

 

Prelude II  

Dallas and Walker    

A series of scenes, beginning with a bus and 

movie viewers approaching one another, 23-

year old Lee Oswald on, then off the bus, 

setting up for then carrying out his April 

1963 attempt in Dallas to assassinate right 

wing activist Edwin Walker  

Intended to p rovide a  preview of Oswald, 

especially of his psychological makeup.  

Accompanied by visuals with opening movie 

credits and a voiceover by one of his 

relatives introducing Lee Oswald.  

 

The Early Days of Lee Oswald Part I 

or 

Every killer began as an unformed 

baby 
His birth, shortly after his father died, to a 

single mother with two young sons already.  

CENTRAL OTHERS: 

 Robert Edward Lee Oswald (father);  

Marguerite Oswald (Mother);  

 Robert Jr (Brother); John Pic (Half -

brother)  

 Lillian Murret (Sister of Marguerite)  

October 1939 -May 1945 

Lee ages Birth -5 

 

  
The Early Days of Lee Oswald Part II 

or 

Fathers Lost and Fathers Found/ 

A family of Half-Orphans 

His mother places all three boys in an 

orphanage; 

His mother meets, marries and divorces her 

3rd husband  

CENTRAL OTHERS: 

"The Lost Father of his mind;"  

Marguerite Oswald; his two brothers;  

Edwin Ekdahl (Stepfather) . 

Prominent strong male images , literal, like 

Roosevelt or Stalin , and imaginative, like 

Batman or Superman 

May 1945-June 1948  

Lee mostly ages 5-8 

(Has some overlap with prior segment)  

 

   
  

New York City  

   or 

Lee Oswald's identity  

development plays hooky 
Lee and Mother move to NYC . 

Communism became an intellectual manly 

identity for him and the Rosenbergs could 

have been an unconsciously idealized family 

who lived their beliefs and died as admired 

martyrs  

CENTRAL OTHERS: 

 John Pic and his family;  

 Evelyn Strickman [Siegel]; (Youth house 

assessing social worker)  

 Ethel and Julius Rosenberg; The animal 

population of the Bronx Zoo.  

Marguerite, now more omnipresent than 

evanescent 

August, 1952 -January, 1954  

Lee ages 12-14 

 

  



Bumpy transitions in New Orleans and 

Texas 

   or 

"Military" and "Undecided". 
Yet more family relocations and a few 

friendlike acquaintances.  

His mother lies  for him that he was old 

enough to enlist in the USMC  

CENTRAL OTHERS: 

Edward Voebel (sympathetic peer) ; 

Karl Marx & Friedrich Engels;  

Marguerite Oswald; His brothers, mostly in 

absentia  

January, 1954 -October 1957  

Lee ages 14-16 (and a fake 17)  

 

  
"The Marine Corps Builds Men" 

His pursuit of elusive Manliness in direct 

manifestation, among other things.  

USMC sought as a surrogate family . 

CENTRAL OTHERS: 

Nelson Delgado; Kerry Thornley (fellow 

Marines).  

Peripheral Others : 

Numerous US Marine enlisted men and 

officers  

October 1957 -September 1959  

Lee ages 17-19 

 

  
A defector with an excess of defects 

   or 

"How can we rid ourselves of this 

indigestible morsel?" 

His inept defection ultimately was another of 

many enactments of his self -undermining, 

self -punitive qualities., while seeming self -

elevating.  

He starts to seem appealing to women. He 

marries. He becomes a father.  

The Oswald family returns to the US . 

CENTRAL OTHERS: 

Richard Snyder & John McVickar (US 

Embassy Officials); Rimma Shirokova 

(Soviet tour guide);  

Priscilla Johnson [McMillan] (US reporter 

in Moscow) 

Several friendly -seeming Russian men and 

women; 

Марина Николаевна Прусакова [later 

anglicized to Marina Oswald.]  

June Lee Oswald (firstborn child)  

September 1959 -June 1962  

Lee ages 19/20 -22  

 

  

Interlude: 

Return to the US by sea 

Scene is SS Maasdam liner starting up, 

moving to sea, disappearing in a fog bank; 

Music overlay is Gerald Finzi  

 Prelude for String Orchestra  

in F Minor: Op. 25 

Music and visual only; similar to “Forest of 

the Unconscious” opening. 

Transition marker between parts I and II.  

Opportunity for audience to  reflect.  

 
  

A family man in the background;  

A revolutionary in the hoping;  

an assassin in the making,  

    or 

"Have Gun, Won't Travel" 

  His growing, desperation -impelled 

grandiosity increasingly meant (to him) that 

his well -deserved Fate or Destiny would come 

to him so he needed to be ready to recognize 

and seize the opportunity  and need  not, say, 

stalk an assassination victim.  When W alker, 

and later JFK, materialized so nearby him in 

Dallas, he took it, at some level of conscious 

and unconscious wish-fulfillment, as a kind of 

existential kismet .     

CENTRAL OTHERS: 

Major General Edwin Walker (Right wing 

activist/ agitator in Dallas);  

Carlos Bringuier (Anti -Castro activist in 

New Orleans); Fidel Castro;  

George De Mohrenschildt (Sympathetic -

seeming acquaintance); Ruth [& Michael ]  

Paine (Supportive family to Marina and 

June). 

James Hosty (FBI agent monitoring the 

Oswalds as possible Soviet  agents) 

Audrey Marina "Rachel" Oswald. (Newborn 

2nd daughter)  

June 13, 1962-April 10, 1963  

       then  

April 10, 1963 -November 21, 1963  

Lee ages 22-24   

 

  



Assassination Days I 

 or 

A wish to be "apprehended" 

LO wanted to be  captured to tell his tales 

and to be understood; in his mind, gloriously, 

even at the cost of dying on his terms.   

He was not "lying" to his interrogators; he 

wanted them to have and reveal the 

evidentiary truth because his aim was to be 

convicted  while the world watched . 

  His "false" and evasive replies at Dallas jail 

were all in the service of laying the 

groundwork for him portraying to world 

history how superior he was.  

CENTRAL OTHERS: 

Buell Wesley Frazier (Helpful Book 

Depository co -worker)  

  Eyewitnesses to assassination and 

aftermath including Howard Brennan; Mary 

Bledsoe; Johnny Brewer; Marrion Baker; 

Roy Truly;  

  Dallas Police Nick McDonald, Paul Bentley 

and Will Fritz.  

Henry Wade  (District Attorney)  

 

Peripheral Other : 

  John Abt (Leftist New York attorney 

sought  by Oswald for his defense)  

November 21-22, 1963  

Lee age 24 years, one month  

 

  
Assassination Days II  

or 

 The Howling Infinite 

His Fate, in the form of JFK, finally came to 

him; he had become willing to die to 

consolidate his high martyrdom status and, 

unconsciously, to kill the hellish inner turmoil 

of the narcissist, to destroy his execrable 

inner identity and supplant it by a timeless 

exalted one.  

CENTRAL OTHERS: 

Dallas Police Officer J D Tippit (Dallas 

police officer)  

President John F Kennedy  

November 22 nd, 23 rd , 24th , 1963 

Lee age 24 years, one month, 4 days  

Lee age 24 years, one month, 5 days  

Lee, dead at  age 24 years, one month, 6 

days 

 

Postlude I: 

Vicissitudes of the narcissist  

Scenes are still shots of Lee Oswald’s 

sparsely-attended November 25th funeral. 

 

Music: “Behind Blue Eyes” by The Who 

Music and visuals only;   

 

Postlude II: 

Exit music 

In the Howling Infinite  

Closing credits unfold 

Hohvaness, Symphony No. 2, Op. 

132, Mysterious Mountain: Andante 

  

Music and visual (credits  

over dark screen) only;   

 

 
 


